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Wedding Themes by Bula Bride
Plantation Island Resort can now offer wedding couples a choice from four 

distinctive new themes to decorate their ceremony and reception in paradise.  
Designed by Kylie of Bula Bride, these themes are natural, authentic and modern 

while still allowing you to be the star on the day.

FJ$780* Per 
Wedding

A story from behind the scenes…
Many of the items used in these themes were hand made by rural  
and remote women in the interior of Ba, Nadi (Viti Levu) and pockets  
of Macuata (Vanua Levu).  These villages are located where poverty 
rates are 50 to 700 percent higher than Fiji’s national rural poverty rate 
and education levels are equally low. The items purchased therefore 
are not only authentic but contribute to families and communities  
who really need it, and assist in passing on the knowledge of  
these traditional crafts to future generations.

Available for all weddings from 2016
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PMS Colours
When using the logo as spot 
colours please refer to the PMS 
colours for correct representation 
when using any form of medium.
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CMYK Colours
When using the logo with process 
colours please refer to the CMYK
breakdown for correct 
representation when using any 
form of medium.

NOTE
Please do not use on screen 
or a colour laser print as a 
colour guide. Follow the PMS 
and process number guide 
above only. Any problems please
call Scott on the number below.

Standard - spot colour

Standard - four colour process (CMYK)

Standard - black
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The corporate palette for
Plantation Island are stated below.



Boho Romance
Whimsical and rustic with a relaxed vibe this style could 
set the theme for your entire wedding. Match it with a long 
flowy dress and floral headpiece for a romantic, airy and 
flowy day.

Tropical
Casually elegant with sun and sea in mind this style reflects 
the natural environment and stunning backdrop of your Fiji 
island wedding.

Colourful
Using colour in your day doesn’t mean it has to be bold  
and tacky, you can keep it elegant and romantic by using  
the tropical elements that Fiji has to offer to brighten up  
your day and make it feel unique.

Tribal
Incorporate the traditional into your Fijian wedding with 
natural warm browns and tapa highlighted by splashes of 
colour in the floral arrangements.

Bula Bride is a Fiji Destination Wedding Blog & Magazine –  
to inform & inspire couples beyond the package.  www.bulabride.com


